Clinical effect of thumb finger reconstruction using dorsal foot flap transplant for treating thumb defects.
It was found that conventional toe graft alone could not meet the patients' needs for wound repair, so we hypothesized that it would be more effective to treat thumb and finger defect by toe graft with dorsalis foot flap. This prospective study was conducted in 104 thumb defect patients to investigate the clinical effect of thumb reconstruction using toe graft with dorsal foot flap for the treatment of thumb defects. These patients were randomly divided into the dorsal foot group and the control group by randomized double-blind method, with 52 patients in each group. The second toe was used for thumb reconstruction transplant in both the groups. After thumb reconstruction, the abdominal pedicled flap was used to repair the surgical wound in the control group whereas the dorsal foot flap was used to repair the surgical wound in the dorsal foot group. Three months after surgery, the efficacy of surgical treatment, evaluation of two-point discrimination, postoperative complications, function of reconstructed thumb, operation time, and hospitalization time were recorded and compared between the two groups. MHOQ questionnaire was used to evaluate and compare the patients' satisfaction with finger reconstruction in both the groups. The surgical therapeutic effect, the function of the reconstructed thumb, and satisfaction with finger reconstruction were significantly higher in the dorsal foot group compared to the control group (all p < 0.05). The postoperative two-point discrimination, postoperative complication rate, operation time, and hospitalization time of patients in the dorsal foot group were significantly lower compared to the control group (all p < 0.05). Thumb finger reconstruction using the second toe transplant with dorsal foot flap had a beneficial effect on thumb defect patients. It can effectively improve finger function and sensory recovery of patients while reducing complications.